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General properties and a solution methodology for fuzzy regression are derived and 
illustrated using a relationship between soil electrical resistivity and soil permeability. 
Fuzzy regression can be used when a relationship between variables can be assumed at a 
given level of credibility but the available small number and/or the inaccuracy of the 
corresponding data do not allow use of traditional regression analysis. Techniques of 
fuzzy linear regression are extended to nonlinear cases. Regression parameters 
considered as fuzzy numbers are calculated by minimizing so-called vagueness criteria 
that correspond to the least squares criterion in traditional regression analysis. Several 
alternative measures of vagueness are introduced. For linear fuzzy regression, linear 
programming can be used to calculate regression parameters. The methodology isused to 
define a nonlinear relationship between soil resistivity and permeability based on six 
calculated resistivities and six measured permeabilities. For the present case, the so- 
called prediction vagueness criterion leads to a more robust fuzzy regression than the 
maximum or average vagueness criteria. The way in which the fuzzy regression obtained 
can be utilized to estimate the permeability field of a soil liner serving for waste 
containment and groundwater p otection is discussed. 
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Application of an "approximate" fuzzy C-means (AFCM) clustering algorithm as a data 
dimension reduction approach to medical magnetic resonance images (MRI) is described. 
Image data were one Trweighted (TE = 25 ms, TR = 600 ms) and two T2-weighted (TE 
= 40 and 80 ms, TR = 2000 ms) images in each case, obtained with a 1.5-imaging 
system (GE Signa). Analyses were performed on 98 cranial MRI image sets with a 
variety of cerebral pathologies. The cluster analysis was operated in an unsupervised 
mode, and computational complexity was minimized by utilizing a table look-up 
approach without adversely affecting accuracy. Image data were first segmented into two 
coarse clusters, each of which was then subdivided into 16 fine clusters. The final tissue 
